
What is a Field of Interest Fund? 

A field of interest fund is a charitable tool for the 
sole purpose of supporting charities you care 
about. Contributions to these funds are typically tax 
deductible. 

The Delaware Community Foundation (DCF) uses 

its knowledge of Delaware to direct grants to 

organizations and programs that are making a 

difference in the area you select. Your gift stays 

forever flexible to meet community needs in your 

interest area — even as they change over time. 

When you open a field of interest fund, it becomes 

part of the DCF’s charitable resources for our 

community. You can be confident that the DCF will 

be here to honor and fulfill your charitable wishes 

in perpetuity.
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Field of Interest Funds
SUPPORT CAUSES YOU CARE ABOUT – FOREVER

The Benjamin Potter Trust is the oldest continuing trust 

in the State of Delaware. 

Established upon Potter’s death in 1843, proceeds have 

been supporting the purpose of the trust since then – to 

help the economically disadvantaged of Kent County. 

Thanks to this fund, the DCF awards approximately 

$300,000 each year to nonprofits serving Kent 
Countians from Woodland Beach to Hickman and 

everywhere in between. 

Over the years the trust has helped pay for food, shelter, 

utilities, medical care and even Christmas packages for 

those in need. 

 

The sale of Potter’s landholdings over the years has 

created a nearly $6 million trust to benefit Kent County. 
A portion of that trust is distributed by the DCF through 

the Benjamin Potter Trust Grants Fund every year, 

ensuring Potter’s legacy lives on in perpetuity.

The Potter Trust: 
Serving Kent County

Using our local, on-the-ground 

knowledge, the DCF works to ensure 

Benjamin Potter’s interests are carried 

out, now and forever. 
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•   OPEN THE FUND with an initial gift  

     of $100,000 or more in cash or other  

     assets, such as appreciated stock,  

     mutual funds or real estate. Most 

     gifts are tax deductible.

•   NAME THE FUND for yourself, your   

 family, or your business, or create   

 a name that provides anonymity. The  

 DCF can ensure your grants are made  

 anonymously if you wish. 

•   IDENTIFY THE FIELD IT WILL BENEFIT.  
     The DCF team will work with you to  

     define your field of interest – such as  
     “the arts in Delaware” or “children in 

      need” – to drive the change you wish  
      to see.   

 

•   CHOOSE AN INVESTMENT STRATEGY  

     from the DCF’s investment pools, or  

     ask about ways to keep your  

     personal financial advisor involved. 

•  EACH YEAR, THE DCF’S COMMITTEE  
     OF ENGAGED, KNOWLEDGEABLE  
     COMMUNITY MEMBERS AWARDS  
     GRANTS FROM YOUR FUND TO  
     ADDRESS THE GREATEST NEEDS IN    
     YOUR AREA OF INTEREST.  
     

•  ADD TO YOUR FUND AT ANY TIME  
    to take advantage of additional  

    tax benefits while increasing the  
    amount available for grants.  

•  REVIEW YOUR FUND ACTIVITY ONLINE.

HOW A FIELD OF INTEREST FUND WORKS

The DCF handles all the administrative requirements of the fund, from investments to paperwork.

A field of interest fund at the DCF is a giving tool that empowers you to support a personal area of 
interest while recognizing that needs change over time. To begin the process of establishing your 
field of interest fund, please contact us at info@delcf.org or 302.571.8004. 


